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PBW: 3 Reasons that this Clean Energy Fund Deserves An Upgrade 
 
• PBW has had a nega-ve performance since our first coverage and is down 72.74%. 
• We look at where the fund stands today. 
• We give you three reasons as to why we are ending our sell ra-ng and giving this an upgrade. 
 
We have not wri>en very frequently on Invesco WilderHill Clean Energy ETF (NYSEARCA:PBW), 
but we gave it the due a>enCon and the correct raCng. While the crowd has been enamored 
with "clean energy" theme, we have found li>le to like and even less to love. Our three raCngs 
on PBW have all been "Sell" and on two occasions we also gave a similar treatment to First Trust 
NASDAQ Clean Edge Green Energy Index Fund ETF …. 
 
We take a fresh look at this one and tell you why we are now upgrading this fund. 
 
The Fund 
As with most ETFs these days, PBW picks an index and sCcks to it. In this case, the index is one 
that focuses on companies designed to reduce polluCon and increase clean energy usage. As an 
added twist, there is language here for the advancement of conservaCon. This is generally 
missing in some other "clean energy" funds. 
 
The Invesco WilderHill Clean Energy ETF is based on the WilderHill Clean Energy Index (Index). 
The Fund will normally invest at least 90% of its total assets in common stocks that comprise the 
Index. The Index is composed of stocks of companies that are publicly traded in the United 
States and engaged in the business of advancement of cleaner energy and conservaCon. The 
Fund and the Index are rebalanced and reconsCtuted quarterly.  Source: PBW 

 
Regardless of how much Cme you might have taken to assimilate that, nothing would prepare 
you for what the consCtuents of this fund are. We were surprised the first Cme we looked at 
this, and we were surprised today as well. 

 



Industrials make up nearly half of the fund, and informaCon technology stocks make up almost 
18%. UCliCes and energy come to only 10% combined. If you have been following anything at all 
in the news cycle, you would know for sure that industrials have been doing very well lately. 
Industrial Select Sector SPDR … has been a delight to own. InformaCon technology is breaking 
all bounds of raConal valuaCons and mooning on a daily basis and Technology Select Sector 
SPDR … has done 50% over the last 12 months. So with those two sectors as the top two in this 
fund, PBW's performance is truly shocking in comparison. 
…. 
FlabbergasCng, right? Well, yes and no. Based on sector weights you could be fooled, but when 
you examine the individual holdings you can understand. Below are the fund's top 10 holdings 
as of February 23, 2024, and in all honestly, we recognized 1 of those 10 names and one other 
one sounded vaguely familiar. 

 
You can see why when you look at the capitalizaCon and growth/value split of all the stocks in 
this fund. Large cap makes up about 5.5% of the total. 
…. 
Small caps make up 85% of the total when you add the value, blend and growth categories. That 
sector has been excepConally poor in performance relaCve to large caps, and that is part of the 
issue here with PBW. 
…. 
With all that said, we now give you three reasons as to why we are moving out from the sell 
raCng and upgrading this to a "hold". 
 
1) 80% Drawdowns Improve Risk-Reward 



If you bought at the absolute peak of this cycle, PBW has delivered a drawdown of 83.08%. 
…. 
…. 
But 80% of drawdowns are associated with a large amount of disdain and negaCvity. They 
dramaCcally improve your odds of making good returns. This is especially true for asset classes. 
Individual stocks can and do go to zero. Asset classes do not. So we are in good territory here to 
look at this opCmisCcally. 
 
2) The Stock Generally Find Support This Far Below The 200-Day Moving Average 
 
We always like to see where a stock is trading relaCve to its own 200-day moving average. That 
parabolic move off the 2020 bo>om produced a ridiculous 2.2X 200-day moving average price. 
At 0.7X, this looks ripe for a rebound. 
…. 
 
Historically, you had only one really bad entry if you used these criteria, and that was in the 
global financial crisis. While we are not using this for a long side entry, it at least makes the 
prospect of upgrading this to a hold, far more appealing. 
 
3) We Are Seeing Pockets Of Value In Renewable Energy 
 
While we have not (and will not) done due diligence on all the holdings of this fund, we think 
the poor performance has a lot to do with the unwinding of the bubble from 2021. These 
bubbles almost always go to the other extreme and create a value situaCon at the end. Our 
personal research has also shown that many renewable energy stocks are now a bit on the 
cheap side. We wrote on one just recently. So considering that baby is going out with the 
bathwater, we see things as less bearish. We are certain, that on the whole, the fund's holdings 
are also trending the same way. 
 
Verdict 
 
An upgrade to Hold does not mean everyone should go and buy. It just means a "Sell" raCng or 
a short selling acCvity is no longer a good choice. As investors and traders well know, the most 
oversold stocks and ETFs can bounce the hardest. We see the potenCal for that here, and hence 
we are ready to declare victory and move on. Those interested in this should consider scouCng 
for long entries, as the short case is a bit overbaked. Good luck. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


